ABSTRACT Video-based person re-identification aims to retrieve video sequences of the same person in the multi-camera system. In this paper, we propose a k-reciprocal harmonious attention network (KHAN) to jointly learn discriminative spatiotemporal features and the similarity metrics. In KHAN, the harmonious attention module adaptively calibrates response at each spatial position and each channel by explicitly inspecting position-wise and channel-wise interactions over feature maps. Besides, the k-reciprocal attention module attends key features from all frame-level features with a discriminative feature selection algorithm; thus, useful temporal information within contextualized key features can be assimilated to produce more robust clip-level representation. Compared with commonly used local-context based approaches, the proposed KHAN captures long dependency of different spatial regions and visual patterns while incorporating informative context at each time-step in a non-parametric manner. The extensive experiments on three public benchmark datasets show that the performance of our proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification (re-ID) refers to the task of matching the same person across closed-circuit video surveillance system. It has drawn significant attention over the last few years both in industry and academia [1] - [5] for its indispensability in many potential applications, such as real-time online people tracking [6] and content-based video association [7] . One of the key challenges for person re-ID lies in how to extract discriminative features under intensive appearance variances caused by illumination, viewpoint and pose changes, to name but a few.
In recent years, the most significant breakthroughs of person re-ID are made in still-image setting [2] , [8] , [9] , most of which apply spatial appearance features, such as color and texture, to re-identify the same person. However, due to the inevitable visual ambiguity (e.g. similar clothing and varying appearance), the performance of single-shot based people re-ID is inherently limited. By contrast, employing video sequences for person re-ID task has several obvious The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Byung-Gyu Kim. advantages over image-based methods. First, the video contains richer information about people-specific appearance and temporal cues such as gait and motion. Thus, it is capable of differentiating ambiguous samples that is hard for imagebased person re-ID methods to handle. Second, with numerous samples in different backgrounds, viewpoints as well as poses, a more robust model could be expected. Finally, for practical multi-camera monitoring system, the video is the firsthand material while the image-based person re-ID methods necessitate preprocessing the raw video data to be single frames.
Nevertheless, video-based person re-ID has additional challenges of variation in motion, redundant information as well as partial occlusions by other persons or objects. The above problems are not easy to be tackled by purely stacking convolution layers. As a consequence, some recent works [1] , [10] - [12] employ deep context-aware features to distinguish different persons. For instance, Zhou et al. [10] employ the spatial recurrent model (SRM) to integrate surrounding information on local scales and generate importance scores for video frames iteratively via temporal attention model (TAM). In [12] , they emphasize different pixels with location softmax generated by the convolutional gated recurrent units (ConvGRUs) [13] , [14] . Besides, they directly learn a weight vector for input frames. Most of these works are the combinations of convolutional neural network and recurrent neural network. There are two major drawbacks in these approaches. First, they achieve spatial context information integration within local receptive fields while ignoring relations between regions at a distance with relevant semantic features. Second, the repeated recurrence operation such as LSTM (long short-term memory) layer used in their methods are in risk of optimization difficulties [13] , [15] . Furthermore, both SRM + TAM [10] and DSAN [12] are likely to produce same attention scores for different input frames, which might degrades task performance.
Consider two examples shown in Fig. 1 . As illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , fine-grained properties (e.g., yellow T-shirt, blue pants and black glasses) distributed at different spatial locations can be associated with each other so that the boy can be differentiated from the other persons. In practical, each position of high-level feature maps links to a certain region of input frame, which contributes to discover the spatial context information [4] , [12] , [16] , [17] . Meanwhile, high-level feature maps usually consist of hundreds of channels, each of which corresponds to different visual patterns related to body parts, salient objects, and the backgrounds [17] . Therefore, we introduce harmonious attention module (HAM) to explore the contextual knowledge of each position and each channel over the whole feature maps. Besides, in Fig. 1(b) , the blonde is seriously occluded by dark-haired girl in the first two frames, which alleviates subsequently. This is expected to be solved by using the key frame with slight occlusion (in red rectangle). Inspired by the observation above and a k-reciprocal re-ranking method [18] , a k-reciprocal attention module (KAM) is proposed to integrate informative context into frame-level features.
In specific, the HAM consists of non-local spatial attention and non-local channel attention, which take interactions between any two positions and any two channels over feature maps into consideration, respectively. That way, a wider range of global information is encoded into local regions while relevant visual patterns are selectively associated to help re-identify the same person under unconstrained environmental and geometric variations. Moreover, the proposed KAM pays attention to those frame-level features with high frequency-of-occurrence on their k-reciprocal nearest neighbors, namely key features. It assumes that any feature belonging to the k-reciprocal nearest neighbors of most features is more likely to be key rather than abnormal. Hence, the frame-level feature at each time-step can assimilate enough discriminative time-series cues entailed in context-aware key features, producing more robust spatiotemporal representation for video-based person re-ID.
The main contributions of this paper are threefold: 1) We propose harmonious attention module (HAM) to encode long-dependency of different regions and visual patterns. It facilitates the network to learn personspecific features. To our best knowledge, it is the first time to apply non-local attention both in spatial and channel domain for video-based person re-ID. 2) A k-reciprocal attention module (KAM) is proposed to incorporate informative temporal information into each frame-level feature. In this way, robust spatio-temporal features can be obtained in much less parameters compared to commonly used LSTM. The combination of HAM and KAM further boosts the performance. 3) We conduct extensive experiments to validate the better performance of our end-to-end KHAN over baselines and the state-of-the-arts on three datasets, i.e., MARS, iLIDS-VID, and PRID2011. In the remaining part of paper, we briefly discuss previous works about person re-ID and some related attention mechanisms in Section II, give a detailed description of our proposed video-based person re-ID method in Section III, present an extensive experimental study of our method in Section IV and provide conclusion in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK A. PERSON RE-IDENTIFICATION
Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) have been proven to be effective methods in most areas of computer vision [19] , [20] . Lots of deep models have been explored in image-based person re-ID. In general, there are two types of deep networks for person re-ID according to the number of input frames. One of them is classification model which is similar to what is used in image classification task, and the other is the siamese model using image pairs as input. Among these two kinds of models, most current methods focus on the siamese model. In [21] , two feature vectors are extracted for paired input, and the similarity between them is measured by cosine distance. Following their spirit, subsequent works study more discriminative features and more effective similarity assessment methods. Ahmed et al. [8] enhance the features by computing the neighborhood difference of two input images. Varior et al. [9] incorporate the LSTM network into the siamese architecture. Benefited from the LSTM module, the spatial association between image parts can be memorized to further improve the expression ability. Liu et al. [2] combine soft attention mechanism with the siamese model to adaptively focus on the significant regions.
Apart from person re-ID under image-based setting, there are a few methods focusing on video-based person re-ID, which devote themselves to better modeling on spatial information as well as making good use of inherent temporal cues [1] , [11] , [22] - [24] . For example, McLaughlin et al. [1] demonstrate the representation capacity of combinations of CNNs and RNNs. They jointly train convolutional layers and the recurrent layer to extract the video-level vector, which is then utilized to compute the similarity of two image sequences. Besides, some works are in line with [1] , either extending the unidirectional RNN to bidirectional form [24] or separately training the spatial net and motion net [11] , [23] . However, they are all lack of discriminative part and frame selection and limited by shallow convolutional neural networks. Zhou et al. [10] combine the spatial recurrent model (SRM) and temporal attention model (TAM) to integrate local information around each location and consider the importance of different video frames, respectively. Li et al. [16] stack multi-layer dilated convolutions to hierarchically capture the local spatial context information. Wu et al. [12] produce location probabilities for convolutional feature maps so as to attend a set of important regions.
In addition to methods solely considering single sequence, an attentive spatio-temporal pooling network (ASTPN) is adopted by Xu et al. [25] to selectively propagate key regions by considering mutual influences of sequence pairs. In ASTPN, the temporal attention weights for one sequence are guided by the sequence to be matched. Regrettably, ASTPN is time-consuming in inference stage because of the mutual influence of probe and gallery sequences. In specific, suppose there are M examples in probe set and N examples in gallery set, it needs to extract features for MN times before making a decision, rather than M + N times for other singlepath attention models. In this sense, our model is more similar with single-path models which are cascades of CNN and RNN, thus less inference time is required while performance still keeps. At the same time, we also concentrate on both extracting discriminative spatial features and mining beneficial temporal information in a sequence to construct reliable spatio-temporal descriptor.
B. ATTENTION MECHANISMS
Attention mechanism is first proposed in neural machine translation [26] to represent each word by incorporating contextual information. Due to its effectiveness and simplicity, attention methods in still images have been widely studied [27] , [28] . Recently, the attention module has been explored for representation learning and sequence matching in person re-ID. Liu et al. [17] propose a multi-directional attention network to jointly utilize the global and local contents of the image. Li et al. [29] simultaneously consider spatial and temporal attention to enhance the ability of representation. For spatial attention, they use a penalization term to promote multiple attentions focusing on diverse salient regions. Meanwhile, temporal attention is employed to assign weights for different salient regions in each frame of the tracklet. For sequence matching, attention is usually used to tackle the intra-sequence corruptions or the intersequence misalignment problem. In [2] , glimpse representation is iteratively generated for input image. In this way, the input pair is compared progressively. Xu et al. [25] adopt an attentive pooling network to align sequence by considering the mutual influences of sequence pairs. In [30] , intersequence and intra-sequence attention are considered at the same time. Specifically, they deal with feature-pair alignment by using inter-sequence attention while intra-sequence attention is employed to perform feature refinement in a sequence.
Motivated by the success of above attention modules, we introduce the harmonious attention to explore the global dependency of each spatial location and each channel simultaneously for characterizing fine-grained properties of diverse persons. Furthermore, a novel k-reciprocal attention procedure is proposed to introduce useful temporal information into raw frame-level features for obtaining robust spatiotemporal features.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , our k-reciprocal harmonious attention network tackles video-based person re-ID problem with harmonious attention module (HAM) and k-reciprocal attention module (KAM). Several consecutive frames are randomly sampled from the video sequence and then fed into the backbone network to extract high-level features. Afterwards, we utilize the HAM to selectively associate semantically related locations and channels for obtaining person-specific spatial feature maps. Further, these feature maps are linearly embedded into compact frame-level features, denoted as the raw feature. Next, the KAM mines the key feature from all raw features with a novel k-reciprocal nearest neighbor selection algorithm. In this way, the raw feature can incorporate informative temporal contexts from contextualized key features for sequence matching. Finally, we employ both the batch-hard triplet loss and softmax loss to jointly optimize the whole network.
A. BACKBONE NETWORK
For fair comparison, we select ResNet-50 network [31] pretrained on ImageNet [32] , which is employed by most previous works in person re-ID, as our frame-level feature extractor. Suppose that the input image sequence is represented by
, where I i contains a whole-body image of the observation. Let C be the number of feature maps of the last convolutional layer in ResNet-50. We further make two modifications on the original ResNet-50: 1) removing the global average pooling (GAP) layer and what follows; VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Illustration of overall network architecture. (1) Given an input with T consecutive frames, the backbone network extracts high-level features. (2) The feature maps are fed into the proposed HAM mainly consisting of non-local spatial attention and non-local channel attention. In HAM, the non-local spatial/channel attention computes pair-wise affinity of locations/channels to obtain region-attentive/channel-attentive feature maps. (3) A fully-connected layer is utilized to project feature maps to be raw feature. (4) In KAM, some raw features are attended to obtain the key feature with a k-reciprocal nearest neighbor mining algorithm. The raw feature integrates temporal contexts with the help of the key feature, producing clip-level feature x.
2) adding a convolutional layer with D 1 1 × 1 filters to introduce task-specific parameters, where D 1 = C/r 1 and r 1 is the reduction ratio for limiting model complexity (discussed in Sec. IV-A3). After forward propagation, each frame I t is encoded by a semantic feature cube f t ∈ R H ×W ×D 1 :
where H and W indicate the height and width of feature maps, f t,j encodes high-level semantic information at position j, implicitly corresponding to a region of I t .
B. HARMONIOUS ATTENTION 1) NON-LOCAL SPATIAL ATTENTION
In this section, we give a detail description about proposed non-local spatial attention, which makes any two positions with semantically related features contribute mutually. In this way, each position exploits related contextual information to better characterize different persons. For simplicity, we consider the operation on high-level feature maps of an image rather than of a mini-batch images. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , three sets of different 1 × 1 convolutional layers g(·), φ(·) and θ (·) linearly embed the input signal f t,j to produce
where 
where 1 ≤ k, j ≤ HW and M s t (k, j) is an attention score measuring the degree of similarity between feature vector of position k and that of position j.
Following Eq. (2) and Eq.(3), we can move forward to produce the latent attentive feature maps y s t ∈ R HW ×D 1 . The output y s t,k at the position k can be formulated as a soft alignment-based pooling over E t :
where y s t,k ∈ R D 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ HW . Intuitively, the relation between any two positions is indicated by dot-product similarity of their feature-aware filters in an embedding space (i.e. A t,k B T t,j ), which is further normalized to be an attention score (i.e. M s t (k, j)). Then the attention matrix M s t is utilized to softly weight feature-aware vectors {E t,j }, selecting the most relevant features across the whole feature maps to enhance the discriminability of feature at position k.
Finally, to obtain region-attentive featureỹ s t , we reshape y s t to be R H ×W ×D 1 and then fuse it with original feature f t :
where α ∈ R is a learnable parameter initialized as 0, • and ⊕ means the Hadamard product and element-wise addition operation, respectively.
2) NON-LOCAL CHANNEL ATTENTION
In this part, we introduce the non-local channel attention to calibrate filter response for each channel by explicitly inspecting channel interdependencies over the whole feature maps. As a result, the most relevant visual patterns are selected and aggregated to facilitate representation learning.
As shown in Fig. 3(b) , contrast to the non-local spatial attention, we directly rearrange input feature map f t as feature-aware filters A c t and B c t , and feature-aware vectors E c t :
where E c t , B c t , A c t ∈ R HW ×D 1 , f t,j ∈ R HW . We then perform matrix multiplication over the transpose of A c t and B c t , i.e., (f t,k ) T and f t , followed by a softmax layer to obtain the channel attention map M c t :
where 1 ≤ k, j ≤ D 1 and M c t (k, j) scores the relation between the k th channel and the j th channel. Similar to Eq.(4), we can transform the input f t to latent channel-attentive feature map y c t :
where y c t,k ∈ R HW and 1 ≤ k ≤ D 1 . In this way, the k th channel response f t,k is substituted by a weighted sum over all channel responses {f t,j } D 1 j=1 . At the end, the product of y c t and a scale factor β adds the residual connection from f t to obtain channel-attentive feature asỹ c t = y c t • β ⊕ f t , where β ∈ R increases from 0 gradually, • and ⊕ are the element-wise multiplication and sum operation, respectively.
3) ATTENTION FUSION
In this paper, we opt for a simple yet effective fusion strategy, element-wise addition, over region-attentive featureỹ s t and channel-attentive featureỹ c t to strengthen feature representation further:
(10)
With a novel k-reciprocal nearest neighbor mining algorithm, the k-reciprocal attention module aims to incorporate informative temporal context into each frame-level feature. That way, more effective and robust feature vectors can be produced for person re-ID under video-based setting.
1) RAW FEATURE
The {Y t } T t=1 is first linearly projected to be d -dimensional embedded vectors {H t } T t=1 , named as raw features. Next, the pair-wise cosine distance over raw features is computed to obtain a distance matrix J :
where J (H i , H j ) measures the similarity between the i th raw feature and the j th raw feature and · 2 means 2 normalization operation.
2) k-RECIPROCAL NEAREST NEIGHBORS
By sorting the t th row of J in descending order, a ranked list {H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H T } for frame H t can be obtained, where
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Further, we can obtain the union of k 1 -reciprocal nearest neighbors of all raw features:
where R(H t , k 1 ) is k 1 -reciprocal nearest neighbors of H t .
3) KEY FEATURE
The key feature selection algorithm is based on the hypothesis that any feature close to most of raw features is more likely to be representative for the input tracklet. We consider mining the key feature from raw features via checking their frequency-of-occurrence on R(H, k 1 ). In other words, H t would be voted as a key feature when its frequency of occurrence in R(H, k 1 ) is larger than predefined threshold k 2 , otherwise it would not be. For convenience, let all key features beH = {H 1 ,H 2 , . . . ,H n } ⊆ H, where n is the number of key features.
4) CONTEXT INTEGRATION
GivenH obtained in the previous step, we calculate the cosine distance matrix S between H andH, where S i,j = H T iH j . Further, we operate row-wise softmax on S, and then use it to softly weightH:Ĥ
where each row ofĤ corresponds to the context-aware key feature at one time-step. The raw feature does not involve the temporal cues but H does. Therefore, the H is expected to encode informative temporal context information fromĤ:
wherex t is the k-reciprocal attentive feature, Drop(BN(·)) represents the Batch Normalization operation [33] followed by a dropout layer [34] , and γ ∈ R introduces a gate to control the passed proportions of the H t andĤ t . The γ is initialized as 0 to progressively aggregate temporal contexts. Finally, we employ a temporal pooling layer over {x t } to obtain clip-level representation x:
D. LOSS FUNCTIONS
We employ both the softmax cross-entropy loss function and the batch-hard triplet loss function [35] to jointly optimize our network. To form a batch, we randomly sample P identities and K tracklets for each identity from training set. The batchhard triplet loss encourages the distance to the furthest positive sample to be less than m at least to the nearest negative sample within a batch. This loss function can be formulated as:
where x a p , x i p , and x j n indicates the feature embedding from the anchor, positive, and negative samples, respectively. D(·, ·) calculates the 2 distance between two embedding.
The softmax loss aims to promote the identity learning:
where x a p and y a p are the feature embedding and the ground truth identity of the a th sample of person p, respectively, and W y a p and W k refer to the (pa) th and k th column of the classifier weight matrix W , respectively.
The total loss function L total for optimization is the combination of two losses:
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. EVALUATION DETAILS 1) DATASET SETUP
We evaluate our proposed method on three widely used video-based person re-ID benchmarks, MARS [36] , iLIDS-VID [37] and PRID2011 [38] datasets. Some examples from three datasets are shown in Fig. 4 , and a brief introduction is given below. MARS. The MARS dataset is the largest video person re-ID dataset which contains 20,000 video sequences for 1,261 pedestrians. The sequences of each pedestrian are captured by two cameras at least and six cameras at most. The sequences are obtained by the DPM [39] detector and the GMMCP tracker [40] . The dataset is evenly divided into two non-overlapping parts as training set and test set which contains 625 and 636 identities, respectively. iLIDS-VID. The iLIDS-VID dataset consists of 600 video clips for 300 randomly sampled people observed in two nonoverlapping views of an airport arrival hall under a multicamera CCTV network. The sequences are of varying length, ranging from 23 to 192 and the average length per person is 73. This dataset is very challenging due to variances in lighting and viewpoint across different cameras, cluttered backgrounds as well as large clothing similarities among persons.
PRID2011. The PRID2011 dataset includes 400 video sequences for 200 identities from two diverse cameras. The length of sequence is from 5 to 675 and with an average of 100. Compared to other two datasets, the video clips in this dataset have relatively rare occlusions but still present obvious color changes.
2) EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL AND EVALUATION METRICS
For the experiments on the iLIDS-VID and PRID2011 datasets, we follow the protocol in [37] , randomly splitting each of them into 50% for training and the rest for the test. We repeat all experiments 10 times with different training/test splits and average these results to ensure a stable evaluation. Particularly, we only use 400 video clips of the first 200 persons following previous methods [1] , [25] , [29] , [37] . For MARS dataset, the predefined training/test splits provided by Zheng et al. [36] are adopted, i.e., 8,298 sequences of 625 persons are used for training while 12,180 sequences of 626 persons are considered in test phase. Notably, the gallery set of test split contains 3,248 distracting video sequences, which increases the difficulties of person re-ID observably.
In all experiments, we adopt two standard evaluation metrics, CMC (Cumulative Matching Characteristic) curve and mAP (mean Average Precision). The averaged CMC curve over 10 trials is reported for stability. During test, we first calculate the similarity matrix between probe image sequences and gallery image sequences, and then sort the similarity scores of each row in descending order. At last, the expectation of true matches found among the first n ranked gallery persons is denoted as rank-n. For MARS dataset, since there are multiple ground truths per query, the CMC curve is biased because ''recall'' is not taken into account [36] . On the other hand, the mAP takes both precision and recall into consideration, thus providing a more comprehensive evaluation. Hence, we report both CMC curve and mAP criteria for MARS dataset. Specifically, the average precision (AP) is first calculated by integrating along the Precision-Recall curve for each query, and then the APs of all queries are averaged to obtain the mAP.
3) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS a: OPTIMIZATION
The training of our network is implemented by utilizing the PyTorch platform on NVIDIA GTX TITAN X GPU.
During training, Adam [41] with weight decay of 0.0005 is adopted as the optimizer to update the network parameters for 600 epochs. The learning rate is initialized to 0.001 and 0.0001 for backbone network and the following layers, respectively, and drops by 0.9 every 200 epochs. Each minibatch is sampled with randomly selected 8 identities and randomly sampled 3 tracklets for each identity from the training set so that the total mini-batch size is 24. The margin parameter m in Eq. (18) is set to 0.3. We set the reduction ratio r 1 present in Sec. III-A to 8, and fix the dropout ratio in Eq. (16) to 0.5. We augment training data following the common practices, i.e., random cropping and random mirroring [1] , [42] . More specifically, all frames of size H × W in a input tracklet are first scaled to 1 1 8 (H × W ), and then cropped randomly a patch of size H × W . We set H = 224, W = 112 and T = 6 for all datasets in all experiments.
b: EVALUATION
In test phase, both query and gallery tracklets are first split into non-overlapping consecutive tracklets, where each tracklet contains L frames. Then, the representation of a video sequence is obtained from averaging feature vectors over their tracklets. Note that no augmentation is applied during evaluation, i.e., all frames are zoomed to H = 224, W = 112 and directly fed into deep network.
B. EVALUATION ON NETWORK PARAMETERS
In this section, we focus on the effectiveness of each component in proposed k-reciprocal harmonious attention network and the influence of several hyperparameters. We conduct several analytic experiments on MARS, iLIDS-VID and PRID2011 datasets. All results are under same settings as discussed in Sec.IV-A3 unless otherwise specified.
1) STUDY ON HARMONIOUS ATTENTION
The proposed harmonious attention module (HAM) consists of non-local spatial attention (NLSA) and non-local channel attention (NLCA). To study the effectiveness of HAM, we carry out experiments w/ (short for ''with'') or w/o (short for ''without'') triplet loss, w/ or w/o NLSA, w/ or w/o NLCA, and w/ or w/o HAM. The experimental results are shown in Table 1 . The top row corresponds to the Baseline model, which is the backbone network trained with softmax cross-entropy loss under the image-based setting. Both Baseline+Tri. and Baseline+Tri.+Avg. are Baseline models trained with the combination of softmax loss and triplet loss. The difference between these two models is that the latter extracts clip-level vector via pooling frame-level features on average and the other treats each tracklet frame by frame as the Baseline model during training. The remaining models are the combined models of Baseline+Tri.+Avg. and the NLSA or the NLCA or both of them.
Since the aim of triplet loss is that all points of the same person are pulled together to be closer to each other than to any point of different persons in the embedding space, the performance gain of Baseline+Tri. is huge over the Baseline. 
2) ANALYSIS ON k-RECIPROCAL ATTENTION
We go in depth into proposed k-reciprocal attention module (KAM) by designing two counterparts. The first one is the BaseModel+LSTM model, which replaces the KAM with a LSTM network to summarize temporal cues in the video. The other variant named Fixed Gamma sets the γ in Eq.(16) to be a constant of 1, in which way the contributions of raw feature and context-aware key feature are kept consistent. For convenience, we abbreviate the Baseline+Tri.+Avg. as BaseModel. The comparison results on MARS, iLIDS-VID and PRID2011 datasets are shown in Fig. 5 .
As observed from Fig. 5 , the results of BaseModel+KAM consistently outperform that of BaseModel both in CMC curves and mAP. Take the results on MARS dataset as example, the rank-1 accuracy and mAP are improved about 2% and 3%, respectively, suggesting that the improvements brought by KAM are significant. When the γ is fixed, the re-identification accuracy drops slightly compared with the dynamic but also exceed BaseModel by a margin. The first result indicates the superiority of progressive model over changeless form while the other one shows the generalization ability of the KAM.
Besides, the LSTM-based model, BaseModel+LSTM, performs much worse than two KAM-based models, and even the BaseModel. Specifically, the rank-1 of our proposed KAM lift that of BaseModel+LSTM from 78.8% to 84.8% for MARS, 71.3% to 76.0% for iLIDS-VID, and 84.3% to 86.5% for PRID2011, which strongly demonstrates the effectiveness of KAM in aggregating context information and enhancing robustness against outliers. The reason for BaseModel+LSTM dropping evidently in the performance may be that the total sequence number for training does not suffice to well optimize the LSTM. In other words, the number of parameters from LSTM, which is 4 times that of fully connected layer in other models, increases the training difficulty. Note that similar to the BaseModel+LSTM, many previous works [1] , [12] , [30] employ RNN variants to learn latent temporal information in the sequence. On the other hand, most of modern deep learning frameworks are well optimized for matrix multiplication, indexing and sorting, but performs badly in recurrence operation. Thus from the computation complexity point of view, our KAM is more efficient than RNN-based variants.
3) EFFECT OF REDUCTION RATIO r 2 IN HAM
There is a reduction ratio r 2 in Sec. III-B1. A larger r 2 corresponds to fewer parameters for learning attention map in the non-local spatial attention. In order to investigate the sensitivity of model performance to r 2 , several experiments are conducted on iLIDS-VID dataset in Fig. 6(a) . The CMC curves at rank-1, rank-5, rank-10 and rank-20 show that the optimal performance is achieved when r 2 equals to 4. When r 2 increases to 2, we can observe slight performance drop, may due to over-fitting. The performance drops constantly if r 2 is set to 8 or 16. This can be explained by less information from reduced parameters. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) , respectively.
As shown in Fig. 7 (a), all models with KAM perform consistently better than the BaseModel, surpassing 3% at rank-1 recognition rate except for k 2 = T , the rank1 recognition rate is lower than that of the BaseModel.
On one hand, it shows our proposed KAM prefers larger k 1 . On the other hands, because k 2 = 1 2 T = 3, any raw feature needs to get a minimum of 3 out of a total of 6 votes to be key feature. In this case, when k 1 = 1 3 T = 2, any key feature is at least the top-2 k-reciprocal nearest neighbors of 3 raw features. It is too strict to produce insufficient key features.
In addition, parameter d represents dimension of the key feature. The CMC results of different d ({128, 256, 512, 1024}) on iLIDS-VID are shown in Fig. 6(b) . We can observe that when d ranges from 128 to 1024, the CMC curves first rise then fall and peak at the point of d = 512. Compared to the peak, performance losses for a smaller and larger d are probably since under-fitting and over-fitting, respectively.
5) EFFECT OF SEQUENCE LENGTH
In Table 2 , we show the results of networks with different input tracklet length ({4, 6, 8}) during evaluation. From Table 2 , we can observe that the performance variations are minor on three datasets when the input sequence length is 4, 6 or 8, e.g., the mAP results are about 78% on MARS. Note that results in Table 2 exceed most of the state-ofthe-art methods that usually require more frames input for LSTM to obtain good video-level representations and resulting increased inference time.
6) MATCHING EXAMPLES
For better illustrating the effectiveness of our proposed KHAN, we show some matching examples of the BaseModel VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 8. Examples comparison of BaseModel and our network on MARS dataset. Each column corresponds to one probe sequence. Sequences in green and blue rectangles are the correctly matched and mismatched ones, respectively. The key frames (features) selected by our KAM are in the red rectangles.
and our KHAN on the MARS dataset in Fig. 8 . The sequences on the top row are three probe sequences and the ten rows below are the top 1-5 matching results of BaseModel and KHAN. The label under each probe sequence is the ID, where the first character ''P'' means ''Probe'', and the following number is the ID number. The green and blue rectangles are the correctly matched gallery sequences and mismatched ones, respectively. The key frames (features) selected by our k-reciprocal attention module are highlighted with red rectangles.
Consider the first column in Fig. 8 . For the BaseModel, the backgrounds and appearance of probe P016 are very similar with that of wrong matched persons. However, our KHAN correctly matches gallery sequences of probe P016 in the top 5 results. It demonstrates better performance of KHAN, which mainly benefits from associating discriminative person-specific appearance features. For our method, the gallery persons from rank-1 to rank-4 stand still so that all their frames are selected as key frames, and frames with more visible parts are key in rank-5 gallery sequence. The results depict that our KAM can pick up the discriminative frames to help improving learning better spatio-temporal features.
Besides, the observations of probes P072 and P078 are similar to that of probe P016. They also show that our KHAN is less affected by the similar backgrounds and appearance compared with the BaseModel while attending to key features. Note that the number of gallery sequences for probe P072 are only 4. Hence, although the rank-5 result is mismatched, all true gallery sequences of probe P072 have been correctly recalled by our KHAN.
C. COMPARISON WITH MULTI-SHOT METHODS
To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we focus on comparisons between five multi-shot based methods and our proposed KHAN in this section. The comparison results are listed in Table 3 , where the competitors are SDALF [43] , RankSVM [44] , RFA-net [22] , S-LSTM [9] and DSAN [12] . Generally, multi-shot methods utilize video frames to extract video-level feature to accommodate appearance variances.
Obviously, our deep spatio-temporal features are better for video-based person re-ID compared to low-level feature fusion in SDALF [43] and RankSVM [44] . It is caused by our deep backbone network which can extract more robust features under intensive appearance changes. In addition, the non-local semantic feature association in harmonious attention module can encode global knowledge of each spatial location and each visual pattern while discriminative frame selection in the k-reciprocal attention module helps to embed more informative temporal contexts into frame-level feature at each time-step. Compared with RFA-net [22] , S-LSTM [9] and DSAN [12] that employ CNN-RNN framework to learn context-aware features but neglect mutual relations of semantically similar features, our model with more reliable spatiotemporal features outperforms them by a large margin.
D. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ARTS
In this section, we compare the performance of our proposed video-based person re-ID method against eighteen competitors including IDE [36] , Latent Parts [16] , SRM + TAM [10] , QAN [48] , K-reciprocal [18] , TriNet [35] , AMOC [23] , HIRF [49] , DSAN [12] , DRSTAN [29] , DaRe [50] , DVR [37] , STFV3D [45] , TDL [47] , CRNN [1] , ASTPN [25] , TSCNN [11] and BCRNN [24] . The comparisons on iLIDS-VID and PRID2011 datasets, and MARS dataset are illustrated in Table 4 and Table 5 , respectively. All compared results come from their published papers.
1) RESULTS ON iLIDS-VID AND PRID2011
Since [37] , [38] , lots of works have been focusing and reporting results on these two datasets. In Table 4 , the competitors are three representative traditional methods based on hand-crafted features (top section of Table 4 ) and eleven deep learning based approaches (middle section of Table 4 ). Most of deep learning based methods perform much better than traditional methods, mainly because the hierarchical convolution layers in deep models can extract features more robustly. We can observe that our proposed method achieves new state-of-the-art performance. In specific, the improvements are 2.1% and 0.5% over the best method, DRSTAN [29] , in iLIDS-VID and PRID2011 datasets, respectively. Note that DRSTAN [29] leverages extra imagebased datasets for pre-training that may improves its performance, but our model only trains on video-based datasets.
Compared with other methods with spatio-temporal features, such as TSCNN [11] , AMOC [23] , HIRF [49] and BCRNN [24] , our model improves performance for two datasets thanks to spatio-temporal attention in the KHAN that combines non-local spatial and channel attention in HAM, and key feature attention in KAM. Besides, three state-of-the-art methods, SRM + TAM [10] , DSAN [12] , and DRSTAN [29] can also be categorized as spatio-temporal attention-based methods. In SRM + TAM [10] , spatial contexts are captured within a local receptive field and importance scores to input frames are assigned by LSTM. In DSAN [12] , they predict location probabilities at current time-step with previous output of GRU and learn a weight vector for input frames. In DRSTAN [29] , they employ several independent convolutional layers to learn multiple spatial attention models and scores the image sequence as [10] . By contrast, the KHAN can not only adaptively infer the semantic relationships between local patterns over the whole feature maps but also automatically remove local corruptions within sequence via a non-parametric key feature mining algorithm. Hence, our KHAN performs better.
2) RESULTS ON MARS
In Table 5 , we compare eleven state-of-the-arts with our method on MARS dataset. The competitors include six traditional temporal-pooling based models (i.e., IDE [36] , K-reciprocal [18] , TriNet [35] , AMOC [23] , HIRF [49] and DaRe [50] ) and five attention-based methods (i.e., Latent Parts [16] , SRM + TAM [10] , QAN [48] , DSAN [12] , DRSTAN [29] ). It shows that our method achieves the best performance on both CMC curve and mAP evaluation criteria. Our model is 2.7% better at rank1 recognition rate and more than 8% mAP improvement over state-of-the-art. The results further confirms the effectiveness of our approach under large-scale dataset setting.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper tackles the video-based person re-identification (re-ID) problem with proposed k-reciprocal harmonious attention network (KHAN). The KHAN is composed of harmonious attention module and k-reciprocal attention module. The harmonious attention module attends to relevant spatial locations and visual patterns simultaneously via calculating pair-wise position affinity and channel affinity. In k-reciprocal attention module, we further obtain key features with k-reciprocal nearest neighbor mining algorithm. Thus informative temporal contexts can be aggregated to produce robust clip-level representation in much less parameters compared to typically employed LSTM. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, ablation study on our network architecture and discussion about hyper-parameters are carefully conducted by extensive experiments. Experimental results over three benchmark datasets demonstrate the state-of-the-art performance of our KHAN. Our future work would be improving proposed approach with the online pedestrian tracking in the real-world video surveillance system.
